In line for top marks!
The Circulatory Paint System
❱ Continuously re-circulates paint for consistent spraying
This innovative system continuously re-circulates paint during operation,
improving flow to help sustain a consistent spray, particularly useful in
cold conditions.
❱ Easier machine cleaning after use
Immediately after marking, both probes are placed in clean water and
the re-circulate function is activated for a few minutes to clean the
internal system. An added advantage is a probe can then be used to
wash down the machine externally.

PAINTS

The award-winning Impact range of ready-to-use paints offers a choice of
formulations for use on a wide range of surfaces: natural, hybrid and
synthetic grass, and hard surfaces including tarmacadams and concrete.
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Two new machines
join the iGO range of
spray line markers

New features on
the iGO Prime
and iGO Midi
Easy Prime/Spray valve
located at the rear

Clear protective plastic
tube over disc lifter cable

Safety handle bar grip-end
plastic inserts to protect
from knocks

Adjustable stop bracket to
lock in place preferred
height adjustment

See back
page

Leading the industry with its awarding winning Impact paints,
Rigby Taylor is adding two new and innovative marking
machines to its highly successful Glider, iGO Advance and
iGO Mini spray line marking range.
The iGO Prime and iGO Midi both feature an innovative,
functional Circulatory Paint System

Twin probe paint circulating
system for internal paint
dispersion

Midi

Prime

Innovative - twin probe, paint circulatory
system of internal paint dispersion
Tough - robust high-gloss ‘warm touch’
powder coated framework
Compact – easily portable and highly
maneuverable
Powerful - six hours constant spraying from
its 20 amp power unit

Innovative - twin probe paint circulating
system for internal paint dispersion
Simple - easy Prime/Spray valve located at
the rear
Protection - handle bar and front-end
extension tubes helps reduce water
penetration of the chassis - clear protective
plastic tube over disc lifter cable
Safety - handle bar grip end plastic inserts
to protect from knocks to the handles
Adjustable - stop bracket on the spray
head tube to lock in place preferred height
adjustment
Powerful - Six hours constant spraying from
its 20 amp power unit.

ADJUSTABLE WIDTH SPACERS
Pre-drilled disc spacers for
quick line width changes,
front bumper bar protects
nozzle assembly

DISC LIFT*
Finger-tip control lifts and
locks discs when applying
staggered lines or moving
from one pitch to another

LED INDICATOR *
Battery charge indicator
shows at a glance when
battery requires charging

SOLENOID VALVE*
Allows immediate cut-off of
spray. Eliminates paint
leakage and dribbles
on the pitch

*Prime only

*Prime only

*Prime only

PNEUMATIC TYRES
Provides excellent stability
and maneuverability.
Provides smooth ride over
all surfaces

8

PITCHES

HEAVY DUTY PUMP
Easily accessible, pump
provides consistent spray
output

POWER SWITCH
Simple on-off push-button for
instant control of paint
delivery

RECHARGEABLE BATTERY
Battery can charged on the
machine or simply removed
for off-site charging

Using a single 10 litre
drum of Impact
ready-to-use paint,
8 pitches can be
marked without
returning to base

ADJUSTABLE HANDLEBARS
Easily adjustable for operator
preference and comfort
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